Date: August 4, 2015
Location: Clark County Government Center Pueblo Room
500 S. Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89155
Time: 5:30 pm
Board Members Present: Paul Dixon, Chair J. Michael Reese, Vice Chair
John Hiatt William Stanley

The agenda for this meeting was posted in the following locations;

- Nevada Department of Wildlife, 4747 West Vegas Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89107;
- Clark County Government Center, 500 Grand Central Parkway, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89108;
- City of Henderson, City Hall, 240 Water Street, Henderson, Nevada, 89015;
- Boulder City, City Hall, 401 California Avenue, Boulder City, Nevada, 89005;
- Laughlin Town Manager’s Office; 101 Civic Way, Laughlin, Nevada, 89028;
- Moapa Valley Community Center, 320 North Moapa Valley Road, Overton, Nevada, 89040;
- Mesquite City Hall, 10 East Mesquite Boulevard, Mesquite, Nevada, 89027.

1. **Call to Order**
   - The meeting was called to order at 5:30 pm by Chairman Paul Dixon.
   - Roll call of Board Members was performed by Stacy Matthews. A quorum was present.

2. **Pledge of Allegiance**
   - Chairman Paul Dixon requested all stand and lead the Pledge of Allegiance.

3. **Approval of Minutes of June 16, 2015 CCABMW Meeting (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)**
   - Chairman Paul Dixon asked the Board and attendees for any comments or corrections.
   - A motion was made and seconded to approve the Minutes of the Board Meeting held on June 16, 2015 as written. No public comment. Motion passed unanimously.

4. **Approval of Agenda for August 4, 2015 – (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)**
   - Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this topic and asked for comments on the proposed Agenda.
   - Hearing no comments from the Board, Chairman Paul Dixon opened the floor to public comment.
   - Hearing none, a motion was made and seconded to approve the Agenda for the August 4, 2015 Board Meeting as written. The motion passed unanimously.
Unless otherwise stated, items may be taken out of the order presented on the agenda, and two or more items may be combined for consideration. The Board may also remove an item from the agenda or delay discussion relating to an item at any time.

5. **CAB Member Items/Announcements/Correspondence: (Informational)** Clark County Advisory Board to Manage Wildlife (CCABMW) members may present emergent items. No action may be taken by the CCABMW. Any item requiring CCABMW action will be scheduled on a future CCABMW agenda. CCABMW board members may discuss any correspondence sent or received. (CCABMW board members must provide hard copies of their correspondence for the written record).

- Vice Chairman Reese stated that he had been contacted by Shadow Ridge High School to help establish a Skeet Shooting club at the school. It will kick off in September. Chairman Paul Dixon asked if Shadow Ridge was the school in front of the shooting park.
- Vice Chairman Reese said yes. He stated that he will help certify teachers and get them started.
- Vice Chairman Reese discussed the August 1 meeting of the Trappers Association in Ely NV. The meeting was well attended, approximately 200 people. Kids were present. A product called Prothaleane was discussed as an alternative to Deet that kills ticks rather than repel them. There were sessions on first aid. He was impressed with sportsmen being educated on first aid. The meeting went for ten hours with a different speaker every 30 minutes.
- Bill Stanley stated Travis Warnick is the Principal at Shadow Ridge. Bill is cleared through the school district to serve as a Coach. He offered to assist Vice Chairman Reese with the Club. He further noted that the Union Sportsmen Alliance is holding a Trap Shoot October 3rd and the Silver State Clay Breakers will be the benefactor. Last year, USA bought all their ammo for the year. He stated that he would not be opposed to adding the Club as a 2nd benefactor of shoot. He added that the Boy Scouts have a great curriculum that USA used for their shoot.
- Vice Chairman Reese noted that they have loaner guns through Berretta that the students can use and then coach parents on what type of gun to get.
- Bill Stanley shared that Union Sportsmen Alliance has loaner guns.
- Hearing no further announcements, Chairman Paul Dixon closed this item.

6. **Recap of June 2015 Commission Meeting Actions (Informational)** A recap of actions taken by the Wildlife Commission will be compared to Clark Recommendations.

- Chairman Paul Dixon presented the following:
  - Duck Stamp Requests (we were in support) approved a written. He asked about people feeding ducks during hunting season. Nothing can be done if it is on private land near a. However, feeding ducks in a WMA is a field citable offense. He also asked about flooding the pond at the north end of Key Pitman. That had been stalled due to legal issues with the landowner. They believe they are close to an agreement.
  - John Hiatt – Nesbit Lake is the northern most ponds.
  - Upland Game Stamp request – We supported all. There was public comment on Ruffed Grouse translocation. Shawn Espinoza spoke and showed results to correct any misconception on the success of the project.
  - Heritage Project Extensions and Heritage Project proposals were all approved.
  - Heritage Tag Vendor issue: because of the problem with WHIN, they awarded a deer tag and a turkey tag to WHIN. Commissioners Layne and Valentine spoke in favor of WHIN.
  - Upland Game and Furbearer amendments: Change to start of youth date not accepted. Agreed to rotate nonresident tag going forward. Increased quotas for turkeys based on harvestable toms.
  - Upland Game Bird Release Plan – they are considering putting Merriam Turkeys back on Mt Charleston. It was reported that the National Wild Turkey Foundation spent no money in Nevada in 2015. NDOW is applying for support in completing the study on Mt. Charleston.
• Urban Pond Issue Sub Committee – It was recommended that we call and talk to Gil Yanik who has dealt with issues with the Carson Pond. It was noted that there are different population dynamics in Carson and Reno than here.
• Our recommendation to have left-over Tags available on the NDOW website creates a problem. The NDOW webpage is on Government server with limited bandwidth and shuts down the state system when it gets overloaded. They are looking into issues and solutions.
• Overall almost all recommendations were accepted by the Wildlife Commission.
• John Hiatt was surprised that Shawn Espinosa claimed the Ruffed Grouse was more successful that Chucker.

7. Action Items:

Discuss & make recommendations regarding the following Action Items from the Board of Wildlife Commissioners August 7th and 8th, 2015. Agenda and additional items brought forth to the Clark CCABMW from the public for discussion. CCABMW agenda & support materials are available upon request to Stacy Matthews (702) 455-2705 or smatthews@co.clark.nv.us. The final Commission agenda & support at http://www.ndow.org/Public_Meetings/Commission/Agenda/

A. Commission Regulation 16 - 01 Migratory Waterfowl and Webless Bird Seasons, Bag Limits, and Special Regulations for Waterfowl and Webless Birds, Public hunting limited on Wildlife Management Areas and Designated State Lands 2015 - 2016 Season (For Possible Action) The Clark CCBMW board will review, discuss and make recommendations to approve recommendations for seasons, bag limits, and special regulations for migratory waterfowl and webless game birds for the 2015 – 2016 season and adopt regulations that comply with the proposed regulatory framework for the 2015 – 2016 late and early hunting seasons on certain migratory game birds established by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The Commission may also consider changes to rules regulating public hunting on Wildlife Management Areas and designated state lands.
• Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this item. He added that this is the last time this meeting will occur in August. Due to changes in the US regulations and guidelines, this meeting will occur next year in May. We need to revisit the date and location for this meeting next year.
• John Hiatt stated they will not be able to take current conditions into account, but must rely on previous year data.
• Mike Kowal asked if that means they will change the federal framework.
• Chairman Paul Dixon answered yes; the federal framework will be changed.
• Benny Vann, NDOW, noted that the federal recommendations will be released earlier in the year so they can get things figured out and published before the beginning of the season.
• Youth Hunt
• Chairman Paul Dixon started the seasons and bag limits discussion with the Youth hunt. He noted that the youth will have two opportunities - before season and end of season.
  • Mike Kowal stated that the youth hunt in October is too hot and a waste of NDOW resources. End of season hunt was successful. He recommended just have the youth hunt at the end of the regular season.
  • Bill Stanley asked what the opportunity is in October. Do we have any insight?
  • Chairman Paul Dixon responded that Mallards and Pintails are there at that time.
  • Benny Vann, NDOW, stated that the low turnout for the October hunt can be attributed to the major flood that occurred just before the start of the season, and many people thought the area was closed.
  • A motion was made and seconded to accept the youth hunt season dates as written. Motion passed unanimously.
  • Ducks and Mergansers, Scaup, Coots And Common Moorhens, Common Snipe
Chairman Paul Dixon introduced these hunts.
Benny Vann confirmed that limits are set at the Federal level.
Public Comment – Mike Kowal asked Chairman Paul Dixon to repeat the closing dates of duck season.
Chairman Paul Dixon repeated dates for ducks.
A motion was made and seconded to approve as presented.
John Hiatt that with things getting warmer, ducks will be leaving by the first week of February.
Chairman Paul Dixon the youth hunt harvested more geese than ducks.
Michael Kowal confirmed that there were still ducks but most success was with geese last year
Motion passed unanimously.

Geese
Chairman Paul Dixon introduced the Geese dates.
Vice Chairman Reese noted that these dates are same dates as ducks.
Benny Vann NDOW seasons have coincided for last five years.
A motion was made and seconded to approve as presented.
John Hiatt stated that the limits are more for South Texas. Twenty Ross' Geese don’t exist in Clark County.
Motion passed unanimously.

Falconry Seasons for Migratory Game Birds
Chairman Paul Dixon introduced the Falconry dates, noting that they coincide with duck seasons.
No public comment.
A motion was made and seconded to approve as presented.
Motion passed unanimously.

Swan
Only in Churchill, Lyon and Pershing counties. Cannot have a swan hunt down south.
No public comment,
A motion was made and seconded to approve as presented.
Motion passed unanimously.

A motion was made and seconded to accept CR16-01 in its entirety as written. No public comment. Motion passed unanimously.

B. Commission General Regulation 454, Firearm Carry During Muzzleloader and Archery Hunts, LCB File No. R007-15 (For Possible Action) The Clark CABMW board will review, discuss and make recommendations to the Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners to make permanent the adoption of the temporary regulation which expires November 1, 2015, relating to the carry of a firearm in the field while hunting under archery and muzzleloader regulations, including language changes from Assembly Bill 136 of the 78th Legislative Session.
Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this topic. It allows hunters to carry a handgun with a barrel length less than 8 inches for personal protection when in field hunting.
Vice Chairman Reese still does not mean you can harvest during archery with a gun. You must use an arrow to hunt an animal with archery.
John Hiatt noted that section 1 paragraph 1 restricts a person to the use of a lead ball, lead bullet, a semi-jacketed bullet or a metal alloy bullet that expands. He asked if he can use a non-toxic bullet.
Doug Nielsen, NDOW, responded that using a round that is expandable gives you options as long as the bullet is expandable.
John Hiatt responded to a comment about a Sabot round, noting that it makes a seal between the projectile and the barrel so there is a seal when projectile doesn’t make one itself.
• Bill Stanley shared that having muzzleloader since he was a kid, he feels that allowing a hunter to carry a personal protection handgun while hunting with a bow or muzzleloader is opening Pandora’s Box. He understands the issue, but believes it is a non-issue. He believes that if it is in the field there is an opportunity to use something that wasn’t there before.
• Chairman Paul Dixon noted there was a lot of discussion at Commission Meeting on this. Commission was divided about carrying guns in the field. The belief is that shorter barrels are less likely to be used while hunting.
• John Hiatt agrees with Bill Stanley.
• Chairman Paul Dixon noted that Vice Chairman Reese spent a lot of time at legislature this year. There was a general move to open up where you can carry a hand gun in this state. A Bill presented regardless of what NDOW was going to do.
• Commissioner Layne stated that she was probably the only person who voted against it.
• Neil Dille asked is 8 inch the maximum.
• The regulation states "less than 8 inches".
• Neil Dille thinks this is wonderful for his protection. Most people are going to do things correctly.
• Ralph Willits stated that he was in archery blind a couple of days ago, heard gun shots. He was glad he had a handgun rather than being vulnerable without gun. Also he was hunting near a known marijuana grow facility. With his gun he felt safer
• Steve Reiter voiced being in favor of carrying gun in proximity to grow areas. On Mt. Charleston wolves are going after horses. He prefers to have a gun to protect horses from wolves. In favor of being able to carry.
• Chairman Paul Dixon noted that the State of Nevada does not recognize the presence of Wolves in the State; rather there have been reports of sightings and killings of large coyotes.
• A motion was made and seconded to accept temporary R007-15 as written.
• Split vote 2-2 motion fails. No recommendation due to split vote.

C. **Trapping Questionnaire Deadline and Trapping License Valid Dates, LCB File No. R008-15 (For Possible Action)** The Clark CABMW board will review, discuss and make recommendations to the Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners to make permanent the adoption of the temporary regulation which expires November 1, 2015, relating to trapping questionnaires and trapping license valid periods.

• Chairman Paul Dixon recapped CGR 455 LCB R008-115.
• Vice Chairman Reese added that the trapping group supports this.
• Chairman Paul Dixon stated that if you do not submit Trapping Questionnaires there will be a way of holding trappers accountable.
• Jana Wright shared that this was vetted as temporary regulation in Boulder City County Commission Meeting. She supports making it a permanent regulation.
• A motion was made and seconded to accept temporary R007-15 as written.
• Split vote 2-2 motion fails. No recommendation due to split vote.

D. **10 min break**

E. Clark CABMW recommendation and nomination (Per NRS 501.171) for candidate(s) to fill one or two vacancies on the Wildlife Commission. *(For Possible Action)* Draft a letter to the Governor per NRS 501.171, which has the Clark CABMW recommendation for a candidate(s) to fill one or two vacancies on the Wildlife Commission.
Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this item stating that Commissioners Bill Young and Karen Layne are up for reappointment, and Commissioner Layne has declined reappointment.

John Hiatt would like to be recommended for appointment as would Vice Chairman Reese and Taylor Lilley.

John Hiatt chatted briefly about himself. He is not a hunter and not a fisherman. He previously served as Chair of the Enterprise Advisory Board where he successfully chaired meetings with controversies. He feels he can represent general public quite well. He knows some of the Commissioners and is familiar with pending issues. He feels he can do a decent job.

Vice Chairman Reese chatted briefly about himself. He is a 40 year resident of Las Vegas and an avid hunter. He knows every road from Ely on down. He feels he can do an excellent job representing hunters, fisherman and trappers. Would like to throw my name in the hat for the open Sportsman seat.

Chairman Paul Dixon stated that he has a large work load now and feels he would not have the time a Commission position would require. Dr. Layne is not seeking reappointed. Not sure about Bill Young. Chairman Paul Dixon would recommend John Hiatt to represent public would be a great fit on the Commission. He would also recommend Vice Chairman Reese for an open Sportsman position.

Jana Wright supports a recommendation of John Hiatt.

Mike Kowal doesn’t know John Hiatt well. He feels hunters need to be represented by hunters. He has known Vice Chairman Reese for a few years and we need someone who does represent the state.

Chairman Paul Dixon added that the Governor wants to ensure we have someone who is not a sportsman to represent the Public.

Commissioner Layne noted that the Commission is mad up of five sportsmen representatives, a conservation representative, a representative of farmers, and one representative for ranchers, and a member to represent the general public.

Chairman Paul Dixon stated that the makeup of the Commission is dictated by NRS statute.

Annoula Wyldrich recommends John Hiatt.

Neil Dille recommended wildlife should be controlled by the wildlife. He is behind Vice Chairman Reese 100%. He will work hard in support of fishermen and hunters.

Ralph Willits noted we are lucky to have Mike Reese on the CAB. He has knowledge or takes the time to know what he is talking about. As far as the member of the public, it needs to be a member who intimately knows the animals and cares about the animals.

Chairman Paul Dixon added that former Commissioner Mike McBeath recommended John Hiatt.

John Hiatt noted that he has lived here for over 40 years, volunteered on public land. Received a Lifetime Achievement Award for volunteer work on Federal Lands.

Chairman Paul Dixon repeated that he supports John Hiatt for the public position.

Steve Reiter asked if the governor mandated the candidates for the position do not hold hunting or fishing license.

Chairman Paul Dixon replied that for four years this has been part of regulation.

Steve Reiter asked for confirmation that it is recommended, not a requirement.

Chairman Paul Dixon answered yes.

Mike Reese added that two years ago it was mandated that County Advisory Boards have at least one member to represent the General Public.

Jana Wright added clarification regarding AB168. County Advisory Boards must have a public member, no county population restriction. Brian Patterson is representative on CCABMW. NRS will spell out the requirements.

A motion was made and seconded to endorse John Hiatt. Motion passed 3-0-1 abstention.
A motion was made and seconded to endorse Vice Chairman Reese. Motion passed 3-0-1 abstention.

F. Commission General Regulation 456, Special Incentive Elk Arbitration Panel, LCB File No. R030-15 (For Possible Action) The Clark CABMW board will review, discuss and make recommendations to make permanent the adoption of the temporary regulation which expires November 1, 2015, relating to amending NAC 502.42283 by which the Commission may facilitate decisions by appointing or serving as the arbitration panel should arbitration of elk incentive tag awards become necessary; and other matters relating thereto.

- Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this topic.
- No Board comment. No Public comment.
- A motion was made and seconded to recommend approval of LCB R030-15 as written.
- Motion passed unanimously.

G. Commission General Regulation 457, Awards, Issuance, and Use of Tags, LCB File No. R031-15 (For Possible Action) The Clark CABMW board will review, discuss and make recommendations to make permanent the adoption of the temporary regulation which expires November 1, 2015, amending license issuance and use clarification for elk incentive tags.

- Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this item.
- Vice Chairman Reese noted that what this did is exclude a Spike elk hunt from an Antlered elk hunt. When applying for tag you must specify Antlered Hunt (2 points or bigger) or the Spike hunt. There's a new formula for determining how many tags the owner will get.
- John Hiatt asked how you fairly determine the formula.
- Chairman Paul Dixon stated that he rancher logs the number of animals and then NDOW goes on site for a few days to validate the numbers submitted by the rancher.
- John Hiatt noted the amount of damage being done is incredible. Someone should do an estimate on ranch.
- Doug Nielsen, NDOW, added that the Biologists go several times a week or two to verify the numbers. Sometimes during the day sometimes at night.
- Vice Chairman Reese commented that this process is different than deer. Elk are using a different formula.
- John Hiatt said the formula is sort of pseudo science.
- Chairman Paul Dixon noted that the formula now takes into account harvest from previous year.
- Commissioner Layne stated that this is a huge issue for landowners. Landowners wanted more tags in that community so people would not service. Tried to be explicit on how many tags and some basis on how to assign the tags.
- A motion was made and seconded to recommend approval of LCB R030-15 as written.
- Motion passed unanimously.

H. Annual Big Game Release Plan for Fiscal Year 2016 (For Possible Action) The Clark CABMW board will review, discuss and make recommendations to approve the Department’s proposed annual big game release plan for fiscal year 2016.

- Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this topic.
- Bill Stanley asked if Fish and Game is testing sheep for a specific pathogen.
- Chairman Paul Dixon clarified that they are putting animals with some immunity to the pathogen found in animals in the Garfield Hills into the Garfield herd.
- Doug Nielsen, NDOW, they are working with animals found with Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae (M.ovi.).
- Vice Chairman Reese noted that the Plan does not indicate where the animals are being pulled from.
- Chairman Paul Dixon guesses probably pulling from the Muddies.
- Vice Chairman Reese would like Paul to ask where the sheep are being pulled from.
- A motion was made and seconded to approve the Big Game Release Plan for FY16.
- Motion passed unanimously.

I. Tag Allocation and Application Hunt Committee (TAAHC)  (*For Possible Action*) The Clark CABMW board will review, discuss, make recommendations and provide input on the TAAHC Topic List.

- Chairman Paul Dixon introduced this item and read some of the items on the List that are most likely to be addressed:
  - Youth points carry over to adult hunt in the same species.
  - No loss for bonus points if the tag was not drawn at first come first serve draw.
  - No loss of bonus points for active military on deployment. Points frozen until they come back.
- Doug Nielsen stated they could buy points as well.
  - Apply for bull and cow elk in same draw.
  - Apply for depredation points and don’t lose points.
  - Media tag is doubtful.
- Vice Chairman Reese explained that organizations like the Outdoor channel are given a tag so they film a hunt and make copies to give to Chamber of Commerce to get the publicity. He thinks this awesome.
- Bill Stanley noted that agencies are doing this and filming it to promote hunting.
- Chairman Paul Dixon added that the Committee and the Commission have summarily dismissed any discussion of the Media tag.
- Vice Chairman Reese wondered if a tag could be given to Wounded Warriors.
- Any things you want to add to TAAHC Committee.
- Public comment none.
- A motion was made and seconded to have the Committee to review the feasibility to create a Media Tag.
- Motion passed unanimously.

J. Urban Pond issues follow-up discussion  (*For Possible Action*)  The Clark CABMW board will follow up in the urban pond issues topic and see if additional action is required. If additional action is required, the Clark CABMW board will review, discuss and possibly make a recommendation to the Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners and the Department of Wildlife about urban pond issues in Southern Nevada.

- Chairman Paul Dixon introduced the topic.
- John Hiatt went out to Sunset Park with Annoula to look at situation. Receptacles for used or discarded fishing lines are three feet off the ground while the sign for the receptacle is 8 feet up. Lower signs next to receptacle. Problem because these are urban ponds. People do not realize the rules for fishing. He recommended that fishing license be displayed some way like a plastic sleeve to put on hat. That could solve problem. Tremendous language barriers in Las Vegas so it's conceivable that many people have no clue about rules.
• Chairman Paul Dixon described a kiosk using Dragon Software to translate to any language so the rule or information was available to a wider audience...

• John Hiatt it would become an enforcement issue if the person doesn't speak the language of the warden or of the signage. Signs with drawings would be helpful.

• Doug Nielsen, stated that NDOW has been meeting with Annoula, Clark County Parks and Rec., and Jane Pike. There is another meeting this week. Signage has been brought up. There is a visibility issue. If we make sign bigger and aesthetics of park become an issue. Hemenway Park in Henderson has some creative signs. NDOW is working with staff to come up with options. Also, if you are walking up having a badge on, you know who knows what the rules are. License is stuck in plastic does not guarantee whether fishing line is contained in proper way or not. NDOW needs to bring Bill Stanley and John Hiatt in. The meeting is 10:00 am Friday at the Administration Building at Sunset Park.

• Chairman Paul Dixon talked to Tyler Turnipseed, the new Chief Game Warden. Tyler said he has an Officer daily at urban ponds until the weather heats up. When weather gets nicer the resources will be at Lake Mead.

• Bill Stanley noted that signage at Hemenway Park is amazing. Big Horn Sheep 15 feet in front of you. Bill thinks signage should have pictures. He is concerned that Urban Ponds are opportunities to educate not litigate. Show how leaving fishing line on the ground affects everyone. An educational component. Bill working with Clark County School District 300 fishing poles to take children to fish. Having pictorial would enhance the education.

• John Hiatt said he saw no kids fishing there. Only adults.

• Annoula Wyldrich identified problems and progress. Concerns not seeking to ban fishing. Mary Beth Scow district. She describes the progress made with remote-controlled boaters. They are self-policed, ensuring all boaters have permits, retrieving injured birds. Annoula wants to do the same thing with sportsmen. During the week and during the morning sportsmen haven’t attended meeting. Educational component. Nobody wants to act as quasi law enforcement. We need more boots on the ground and enforced them. Display license, helps officials to identify people. It will discourage people from fishing illegally. June and July reported another 14 incidents. At lake fishing line draped over walking paths. Worried about park visitors. Work together amicable solution.

• Chairman Paul Dixon recommended continuing to the discussion and working together.

• Bill Stanley understands NDOW is strapped for resources. Any volunteer group to help educate the pond users. Would you need legislative oversight?

• Doug Nielsen – strong volunteer groups. If wearing something that identifies them as part of NDOW could cause an issue. Education programs, fishing lines across path is a safety concern. Try to create an education program. Don’t feed the animals, address fishing, and talk about the ins and outs. The agency has not had much of an appetite for these. NDOW is a couple of positions down. They are willing to provide help where they can.

• Chairman Paul Dixon asked Annoula are we getting right level of attention at this time are we meeting the needs.

• Annoula would like to see a mandate or law to effect change.

• Chairman Paul Dixon noted that such a law would have to go before the Legislature in two years. For now you can talk to representative or Jana for help. Chairman Paul Dixon said he was glad she brought up this issue. The goal is zero wildlife injuries.

• A motion and seconded to take no action until more information is available from the committee.

• Motion passed unanimously.

8. **Public Comment:** Members of the public who wish to address the Board may speak on matters within the jurisdiction of the Clark County Advisory Board to Manage Wildlife. No action may be
taken on a matter not listed on the posted agenda. Any item requiring Board action not on this agenda may be scheduled on a future agenda. Public comments on posted agenda items will be allowed at the time the agenda item is considered before the Board takes any action on the item. Comments will be limited to three minutes; unless you represent a group then you will be limited to six minutes. 

NOTE: Please complete the Public Comment Interest - Card and submit to Vice Chair Reese.

- No public comment.

9. Authorize the Chairman to prepare and submit any recommendations from today’s meeting to the Commission for its consideration at its August 7th and 8th meeting in Fallon, Nevada. *(For Possible Action)*

- A motion was made and seconded to authorize that Chairman to prepare and submit recommendations to Wildlife Commission. Motioned passed unanimously.

10. The next Clark County Advisory Board to Manage Wildlife meeting is scheduled for September 22, 2015 Clark County Government Cent Center Pueblo Room, 500 S. Grand Central Parkway to support the scheduled Wildlife Commission meeting on September 25th and 26th 2016 meeting in Las Vegas, Nevada.

11. Adjournment

- Meeting was adjourned at 7:45 pm.